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PREFACE

After a cursory glance at the title of this manual, many people

would dismiss it as relatively unimportant, or surely as something

that does not present problems to blind persons. Nothing could be

further from the truth. As with many other activities in which peo-

ple engage during their daily lives, everyone assumes that the indi-

vidual has acquired the skills and techniques needed to perform these

activities from other sources. The fact remains that these skills

and techniques are acquired through imitation, helped along by some

verbal instructions by parents or interested personnel. These methods

of learning are worthless to the blind individual. But, since eating

is essential to the blind individual's well being, he does acquire

methods of eating. He is never sure if the methods are socially

acceptable; people concerned with his welfare usually have no way of

knowing what is acceptable for a blind person and are reluctant to

correct his methods; lack of confidence in the methods he uses may

lead to the avoidance of social situations that might be beneficial,

or to his ordering food that does not require manipulation of uten-

sils and dishes, thereby restricting himself in some of the pleas-

antest moments of life.

This manual does not pretend to have all the solutions to the

problems presented to the blind individual when eating. At best,

it is only intended to serve as guidelines for those who will be

working with the blind individual in this specific area. It should •
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be helpful to families and rehabilitation or habilitation personnel

who are in direct contact with the blind individual. Above all, it

must be remembered that the acquisition of these skills, and tech-

niques require constant practice under close supervision, and that

the feedback to the blind person from his instructor will do a great

deal to reinforce the methods and to give him confidence in social

situations.

Donald Blasch, Professor
College of Health and Human Services
and
Department of Blind Rehabilitation

Western Michigan University

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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INTRODUCTION

"Meals being for the Blind, the pleasantest
moments of life, it is very important for him to

train himself to eat properly, so that he may feel

in a position to accept an invitation out."

Emile Javal, 1905

Although the intake of food by human beings is essentially

for purposes of survival, eating, as Emile Javal implies, also has

social connotations. Loss of sight interferes with the ease with

which eating can be aqcomplished in a socially-acceptable way.

This manual suggests techniques which blind persons can deve-

lop to overcome the difficulties with eating which are caused by

loss of sight. General suggestions are followed by specific methods

which may be employed in thq various stages of a meal.
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GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

1. Establish a "point of reference" at the table, that is, an

object which has a known and exact location in relationship

to which other objects can be found. This is most likely to

be the dinner plate (appetizer, or dessert dish).

2. Maintain contact with the table, as continuously as possible,

to avoid knocking over perpendicular objects. This can be

done by "trailing" (the act of using the back of the fingers

to follow lightly over a flat surface).

3. During the course of eating, it is advisable to bend the trunk

forward, bringing the face above the plate, should something

fall from the fork,

4. Food items can be recognized by aroma, by sense of hotness or

coldness, and by sensitivity of touch through the use of cutlery,

5. Remember where eating utensils are placed.

6. Weight of the fork or spoon indicates size of portion being

picked up.

7. In the process of eating, foods may be picked up by the "stab"

method which involves inserting the tines of the fork into the

food and lifting. This is used for such solids as string beans,

fruit salad, etc.; or foods may be picked up by the "scoop"

method, which involves dipping the forward part of the; fork down
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into the food, leveling the fork, and then bringing it up.

This may be used for mashed or soft vegetables and for items

such as corn and peas.

8. Always "anchor" the plate by holding with one hand or by press-

ing down with a utensil.

9. In situations where it is difficult to pick up the food, a

"pusher" may be used. This might be a piece of bread or roll,

or another utensil such as a spoon or a knife, which holds the

food in position to be picked up with the fork. When the dish

has sides (such as a sauce dish), food can be pushed against

the side.

10. It is necessary, intermittently, during the course of the meal,

to check the location of the food on the plate, with the fork,

and to move it toward the center of the plate, should it have

been pushed to the side.

11. Both hands will need to be used to a greater extent by the

blind person for purposes of maintaining contact and orientation,

12. As necessary, ask: (a) What is on the plate; (b) to have meat

cut; (c) for assistance in locating items; (d) to have cream

poured, etc.





TECHNIQUES

To approach table :

1. Place one hand on back of chair,

2. With free hand, scan arms and/or seat of chair to ascer-

tain shape and whether or not the chair is occupied.

3. Walk around to the front of the chair, line calves of

legs against the front edge, anchor chair by placing

one hand on the seat or the back.

4. Sit down squarely into the chair, feet flat on the floor,

and align self with edge of table.

Exploration of place setting :

1. By running back of hands gently along the edge of

table, align self with the table.

2. To locate plate, with flexed arms and curled fingers,

lift hands to top edge of table and move gently toward

center of table until contact is made.

3. Using plate as point of reference, locate silverware by

lateral movement of hands to right and left.

4. A light trailing of bowl of spoon, blade of knife, tines

of fork, indicate the types of silverware at place.

5. With arms flexed, and fingers rurled, follow right edge

of plate, and extending arm and fingers gradually, angle

to the right to locate tea cup and/or glass.

6. Follow similar technique with left hand to locate salad

plate and bread and butter plate.
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Orientation to contents of plate :

1. Using edge of plate as point of reference, approach

contents of plate from above with tines of fork in per-

pendicular position. Insert fork into food at positions

of 6 o'clock, 9 o'clock, 12 o'clock, and 3 o'clock, iden-

tifying food by texture and/or taste. (Fork may be

brought to mouth as desired.)

2. Turn plate to bring meat to 6 o'clock position, particu-

larly if meat is to be cut, or

3. Turn plate so that the "best anchored" food item (such

as mashed potatoes) is farthest away. It can serve as a

"buffer" in picking up other items (for example - push peas

toward the mashed potatoes)

.

To cut meat with fork :

1. Use edge of plate as point of reference, locate corner of

meat with back of fork.

2. Anchor plate with one hand.

3. Estimate about an inch inward on piece of meat.

4. Using lower edge of fork and extending the forefinger

along the upper length of the fork for pressure, cut down

into the meat.

5. "Drag" severed portion away from the rest of the meat.

6. Resistance indicates cut is not complete or portion is

too large.

7. Pick up the piece of meat by "stabbing" with tines of

fork.
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To cut meat with knife :

1. With knife, locate edge of meat.

2. With other hand, place fork over knife and about one-

half inch beyond into the meat.

3. Insert tines into meat.

4. Using the fork as a point of reference, cut from edge

of meat inward from one side, to back, to other side of

fork in half -moon pattern, that is, cut around the fork.

5. Restrain the large portion with knife, "drag" cut piece

along plate, bending forward and bringing up to the mouth,

To cut lettuce salad :

1. Place fork into the nearest part of the lettuce and cut

with knife beyond it.

2. Place the fork a step farther and cut beyond that, etc.

3. The pressure of the fork anchors the salad bowl during

the cutting.

4. To pull fork out of lettuce, anchor lettuce with knife.

To butter bread or roll :

1. In the beginning it may be necessary for the blind person

to hold the whole slice of bread in the palm of his hand,

place the butter pad on the center of the slice, and move

outward with the knife in all directions, or

2. Using the techniques described in the expoloration of the

place setting, locate bread and butter plate.

3. The edge of the bread and butter plate can be used as a

point of reference to find the roll.
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4. Break the roll. In this process "trailing" can help

locate the butter.

5. Return the other hand to the knife and take the knife to

the butter.

6. Using knife for exploration of butter, estimate amount wanted,

and cut.

7. With butter on knife, take knife to bread, put butter on

center of bread, and spread.

Condiments :

1. Locate condiments by techniques of exploration beyond the

plate and to the right and left in limited areas.

2. Salt can be recognized in that it weighs more. The salt

shaker usually has larger perforations. Pepper can be

recognized by aroma, by weight, and by smaller perforations.

To pour salt and/or pepper :

1. Locate plate with one hand.

2. Hold palm of hand above food with fingers spread out about

one-half inch.

3. Pour over back of fingers to ascertain amount of salt used,

or

4. Pour salt into palm, and with other hand take pinches and

drop onto plate.

To put sugar into beverage :

1. Locate sugar bowl by exploration procedure described earlier.
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2. Hold sugar bowl in palm of left hand.

3. Bring bowl near cup.

4. Take teaspoon in right hand, keeping contact with rim of

cup with right little finger.

5. Bring bowl to spoon.

6. Lift spoonful of sugar out, using right little finger as a

point of reference.

7. Put sugar into cup.

Or , for the less experienced person :

1. Put sugar bowl down on rigjit side near cup.

2. Anchor sugar bowl with one hand.

3. Take sugar with other free hand and bring sugar to cup.

To pour cream:

1. Locate cream as described above.

2. Bring cream pitcher near cup.

3. Anchor cup by placing spout on rim, using one hand as a

guide.

4. Tilt pitcher and pour.

i). Sound and time will give information as to amount poured.

Dessert :

1. Using exploration techniques, determine the shape of the

dessert dish.

2. Dessert cutlery, shape of dish, and temperature can be

clues to the nature of the dessert.
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3. To eat pie, begin at the tip and, either stabbing or

scooping, work toward the back of the pie.

To pass foods :

1. Take the serving dish in the right hand.

2. Transfer to left.

3. Hold over plate.

4. Locate serving instrument by following rim of serving

dish.

5. Lift food from serving dish to plate.

6. Temperature of the serving dish can help to indicate where

the contents are located.

7. Stabbing or scooping movements may be required.

8. To take a roll or cookie, locate edge of plate and gently

move in to find item.

Cafeteria :

1. Sensation of hot and cold indicates where hot and cold foods

are located.

2. Aroma and sound can also be clues.

3. To place foods on tray, use edge of tray as point of

reference.

4. Arrange as table setting.

5. In moving tray along cafeteria line, one hand must "lead"

to prevent tray from hitting the one ahead, and the other

will guide the tray, keeping it against ruler.

6. Carry tray close to body, chest high, holding both sides

at center. Move slowly.
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7. Locate chair by making contact with thighs (since hands

are holding tray)

.

8. If feasible, align tray with edge of table and slide toward

center, or

9. From above table, lower slowly, ascertaining that place is

clear, by extending little finger to table surface ahead of

tray, or noting whether bottom of tray makes contact with

objects on table.

10. To unload tray, if there is space, move tray toward center

of table, one- tray width, and remove items systematically, or

11. Move tray to one side and remove items systematically.

12. To replace dinner plate with dessert plate, lift smaller

dish above dinner plate, slide dinner plate toward center

of table, bring free hand back to locate space, and set

dessert dish in its place,,

To eat on tray :

1. Sides of tray can be used as points of reference.

2. Approach to utensils and food can be from sides or back

of tray.

3. Compactness of items must be kept in mind.
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